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Club Committee for 2018
Our club held its sixth committee meeting this year on August 28 and the seventh on
October 15. These meetings are held at 7:30 pm at various members’ residences. Please let
Secretary Frank know if you are coming (if not a committee member), or not (if you are on
the committee): ftomas@adam.com.au ; 0497 157 953
Club office bearers for this year are as follows:
President - Peter Kreminski
OUR END-OF-YEAR SOCIAL
Vice-President - Robin English
FUNCTION AND AGM IS
Secretary - Frank Tomas
Treasurer - Michael Westover/Lexie Ashforth
TAKING PLACE ON
Equipment Officer - Peter Cutten
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 24
Map Archivist - Tyson Hillyard
Technical Officer - Jenny Casanova
SEE PAGE 13 FOR DETAILS
Eventor Officer - Tyson Hillyard
OSA Council Reps - Jenny Casanova, Andrew Kennedy, (PC, FT and PK as backup)
Club Contact - Peter Kreminski 0414810058; pvk@internode.on.net
Newsletter Editor - Peter Kreminski
Website Manager - Mark Overton
Club Coach - Meredith Rasch
If you have the time please consider becoming a committee member, as any input would be greatly
appreciated. It is not onerous and you would be warmly welcomed. Of course any club member can
attend a committee meeting if they wish – we meet every six to eight weeks. Please contact any
Committee member as to the exact time and venue.

Newsletter Content
Readers are urged to send contributions to Peter Kreminski pvk@internode.on.net. Unless stated
otherwise, all content is authored by Peter Kreminski.
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Saturday, August, 18 South Australian Night Orienteering
Championships at Tundarri
This was held on ‘Tundarri’, one of OSA’s
Burra maps 200 kilometres from Adelaide.
Five of our most hardy club members
participated on this cold and windy winter
night event. Two took first place: Meredith
Rasch in W55A and Frank Tomas in M75A.
Congratulations to both and thank
you for keeping the club flag flying!
The W55A winner (in blue) enjoys that warm inner
glow that only victory can bring. Photo F. Tomas

Sunday, August 19, South Australian Long Distance
Orienteering Championships at Mulga Valley
Thirteen Wallaringans competed in this event held ten kilometres from Tundarri. The weather was
fine but little warmer than the night before, so competitors were glad to get out on their course.
Frank Tomas again achieved first place in M75A and Andrew Kennedy was first in M35A.
Although Andrew was only competing against himself, he had a good run (apart from a four minute
error on Leg 4) and was faster than Jenny Casanova over the same course in W21A. Both were
running far up from their true age group.
This was a Badge event, and Gold badges were won by Frank Tomas, Andrew Kennedy,
Meredith Rasch, Greg Rowberry and Peter Kreminski. Silver was achieved by Jenny Casanova,
Peter Cutten, Jim Rathjen and Mark Overton; Bronze by Jessica Jarvis and Robin English.
Hansel and Gretel – a grim tale of two Wallaringans at Mulga Valley
Hansel saw the sign at Assembly indicating the direction to the Start and resolutely strode
out towards it. Alas, it was not his Start!
Fortunately a friendly stranger saw him,
took pity, called him back, rotated
Hansel by 180 degrees and sent him off
in the correct direction. Lucky Hansel!
Gretel was less fortunate, despite
finding the tapes marking the way to her
Start and plunging bravely into the forest
following them. Soon however fewer and
fewer tapes were to be seen until
eventually there were none. Gretel
‘Mulga Valley’ photographed by Robin English.
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looked and looked but alas, it seemed that birds, or at least emus, had eaten them all! After some
time Gretel took the safety bearing and returned to assembly to share her adventure with other club
members.
Later, Hansel and Gretel drove off in their respective carriages and pondered on whether
orienteering was really the ideal sport for them.

Sunday August 26, Inter-club Relays at Moon Rocks
The event map is owned by Wallaringa: ‘Moon Rocks’ first mapped by former club members David
and Chris Simmons and Cameron Storey in 1992.
Secretary Frank Tomas helped by Meredith Rasch, pulled out all stops to maximise our
numbers in this year’s competition and consequently we fielded eleven teams as opposed to only
seven in 2017; thank you Frank and Meredith. Acknowledgement must also be made to friends and
relatives of Wallaringans who by current rules are qualified to run, provided a club member is the
other half of the team. Consequently, Tyson Hillyard’s brother Karl participated as did Jim
Rathjen’s three nieces: Jane Stewart, Ann Cooling and Judy Rathjen.
Weather on the day was excellent and a total of 61 teams ensured a convivial atmosphere.
Apart from Wallaringans competing, Jenny Casanova
was the organiser for the event and husband Geoff
Jurd kindly helped with the transport and set-up.
Our results were good, particularly for
Meredith Rasch and Ann Cooling who came first in
Group H. Unfortunately we were pipped to the post for
the most successful club prize by the Yalangans by
only a few points. Our failure was caused by the
unfortunate last minute withdrawal of one of our teams
due to sickness, and by the highly embarrassing one
second loss of second place of the author’s team. If
only I’d staggered just a bit faster up that final hill!
Right: Three older members converse about weighty matters whilst in the
background a Wallaringan father changes his baby.
Below left to right: Wallaringans Tony Roberts; Sarah Gilbert; Tyson Hillyard
powering up the chute; First place winners Ann Cooling and Meredith Rasch.
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Traditionally, inter-club relays have always been a fun event and these ladies set a good example

September 29 to(Photos
October
7, Australian
by Frank Tomas
and the editor) Orienteering
From centre-left clockwise: Fern and Mia; Rachael
and Harry; Amber in a cow suit (!); Jim Rathjen’s three nieces –
Championships
Jane (winner in 1983 of the first Wallaringa club Junior of the Year award), Judy and Ann; Three other active nieces
in not dissimilar colours – April, May and June (see http://www.whatsitsgalore.com/disney/donald.html).
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Overseas News
We heard again from our Kiribati Wallaringan Ben Schulz on September 2 when he wrote to
Secretary Frank as follows (Frank’s daughter Amber had spent time in Kiribati whilst in high
school):
I trust Moon Rocks went well and Wallaringa had a decent showing.
Yesterday I managed to put together the first course ever in Kiribati which was bit of a test
event and good fun. The course turned out well and entrants, foreigner and local alike, enjoyed the
day out (fortunately no-one got lost, though that is a bit difficult to do on Tarawa!). There are
requests for another event in the same area in October (which I have the map for) and for a
Mountain Bike event later on a bit further North (for which I do not).
I have attached a couple of photos including the inaugural winner of the long course and
some of our local entrants. I am not sure if the lack of shoes meets IOF criteria however it didn't
bother the kids who waltzed through the course. You will note I had the Wallaringa shirt on!
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Glenunga International High School
Wallaringan Amber Tomas gave an excellent presentation to over 70 pupils of GIHS on Monday,
September 10. Peter Cutten and the author also attended. With her experience in high level
orienteering as well as in teaching, Amber’s talk was well executed and received (she used a hockey
stick and a flashing musical carp to represent a compass needle) and went a long way in preparing
the students for their practical experience at Belair two days later. At the conclusion of Amber’s
talk, the school fire alarms sounded and all 1600 pupils, staff and visitors were evacuated out onto
the oval. Initially we wondered how this was related to Amber’s talk but a smoke detector had
indeed been triggered in the school canteen. Two fire engines arrived after half an hour (now there’s
a worry) and all was well.
That Wednesday, club members Peter Cutten and Peter Kreminski, supported by four
teachers put the students through their paces on the western part of our Belair map. The students ran
in pairs or threes and used the two courses set by Frank Tomas utilising the permanent controls to
be found in that area. There would have been 72 children but two did not come as their parents
would not give them permission to be in such a wilderness as Belair National Park. As it was, only
68 presented themselves for roll call at the end of the event but fortunately the missing pair was
found with minimal delay for the departing buses.
On September 13 the teacher in charge, Rex Wright wrote:

On behalf of Glenunga International High School I would like to thank you all again for
your involvement in our Orienteering excursion and preparation lecture.
It is great to link with experienced campaigners and assist the delivery the theory
and practical aspects of orienteering at our school and Belair National Park.
Thank you to Amber for her lecture. We appreciated a respected athlete giving tips
on what is important when participating in this challenging sport.
Thanks to the two Peters for their support on the course at Belair National Park.
Much appreciated.
Hopefully we will continue this beneficial partnership in the future.
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Australian Orienteering Championships Carnival, September 29
to October 7
This year the Championships were hosted by South Australia and our club was tasked with helping
with set-up, packing up and with map collection in the finish chute (‘Finish Logistics’). With so
many of our members having other commitments not all could set time aside for these tasks but
those who did enjoyed the camaraderie that working to a common goal engenders. Probably most
time was put in by Peter and Robyn Cutten, Frank Tomas and the editor’s friend Peter Meyer (M75
SH N). Non-competing members who were able to help included Dorothy and Jim Casanova, and
Veronica Kreminski. Other enthusiastic volunteers were Meredith Rasch, Mark Overton, Robin
English, Sarah Gilbert, Greg Rowberry and Tony Roberts. Jenny Casanova, Peter Cutten, Andrew
Kennedy, Frank Tomas and Peter Kreminski had additional tasks in organising, controlling and
course planning. The efforts of the above Wallaringans are deeply appreciated.
Frank Tomas wrote:
A Big Thank You
As the person responsible for all the nagging emails urging you all to come and help at the
Australian Championships I feel that I should send a closing message. A group of Wallaringans
turned up for every event. This was much appreciated by Peter Kreminski who was the “organiser”
for the finish chute tasks at all events and also by PK and myself who were organisers for the Wirra
Wirra event (Schools individual champs). Those who regularly pitched in with setting up the finish
chute, collecting maps, setting up other tents and arena bunting etc as well dismantling and packing
up after each event were Peter K, Mark Overton, Meredith Rasch, me and Peter Meyer (PK’s friend
from NSW). Peter Cutten also helped when not on other duties (controlling the Aus. Sprint), Jessica
helped when not scouting and Tony Roberts, Sarah Gilbert, Robin English, Greg Rowberry and
Robyn Cutten when they could. Our numbers waxed and waned but we always had enough people
to do our job. That was great, and thank you all.
Although our task seemed daunting at first once we learnt what needed to be done, and how
we could contribute, the setting up and pulling down became a well-oiled procedure. And all done
in good humour. And I think we put out and wound up enough bunting to encircle the planet.
Finally, congratulations to all Wallaringans who won through to a podium finish. Well
done!
Australian Middle Distance –
W35A, Fern Hillyard – 2nd
M35A, Tyson Hillyard – 3rd
M80A, Peter Cutten – 1st
W21AS, Lexie Ashforth – 3rd
W Open B, Rachael Upton – 2nd
M Open B, Peter Thorpe – 3rd
Australian Relays –
W21E, Jenny Casanova’s team – 3rd
M21A, Will Kennedy’s team – 3rd
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M21AS, Tyson Hillyard’s team – 2nd
M55+AS, Mark Overton’s team – 1st
M Open B, Peter Thorpe and Michael Westover’s team – 1st
Mixed, Lexie Ashforth and Andrew Kennedy’s team – 1st
Australian Sprint –
W35A, Fern Hillyard – 1st
W35A, Lexie Ashforth – 2nd
M Open B, Peter Thorpe – 1st, Michael Westover – 2nd
Australian Long Distance –
M21A, Will Kennedy – 2nd
M80A, Peter Cutten – 2nd
W21AS, Fern Hillyard – 1st
W Open B, Rachael Upton – 2nd
M Open B, Michael Westover – 2nd, Peter Thorpe – 3rd
South Australian Middle Distance –
W35A, Sarah Gilbert – 3rd
M35A, Tyson Hillyard – 3rd
M80A, Peter Cutten – 2nd
M21AS, Andrew Kennedy – 3rd
W Open B, Rachael Upton – 1st
M Open B, Peter Thorpe – 2nd

Photos were taken by the editor, Frank Tomas and Robin English

Left: Frank Tomas has his map taken and is congratulated by Veronica Kreminski at the finish of the
first day’s event at Crooked Straight.
Right: A happy group of Wallaringans arriving in time for the second day’s event at Wiela/Bunyip
Reach: Fern and Tyson Hillyard, Jenny Casanova, Mia and Patrick Hillyard.
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From above clockwise: 1. Peter Meyer, Greg Rowberry, Robyn
Cutten and Tony Roberts at the Australian Long Distance
Championships
2. Robin English, Mark Overton and Frank Tomas at the SA
Middle Distance Champs
3. Mark Overton, Meredith Rasch, Frank Tomas, Veronica
Kreminski and Will Kennedy at the Australian Sprint Champs
4. Rachael Upton (the winner) at the SA Middle Distance Champs
5. Peter Thorpe and Michael Westover at the Aus. Sprint Champs
6. Lexie Ashforth, Robyn Cutten, Fern Hillyard and Peter Cutten
at the Australian Sprint Champs
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Sunday October 21, Wallaringa minor event at Sailors Gully
Peter Ashforth set six courses for this low-key event in the Mt Crawford Forest. We attracted only
74 entries, however it was only two weeks after the exhausting National Carnival and there were an
additional 21 entrants at a mountain bike event which was run concurrently.
The weather on the day was perfect – a sunny spring day, which although cool in the
morning warmed to a pleasant 20 degrees by lunch.
The photos below tell some of the story but the organiser (your editor) must especially
praise the dedication of the following who went beyond the call of duty: Meredith Rasch and Mark
Overton, who not only helped with set-up/pull-down and registration, but also had the not altogether
pleasant task of towing a toilet from and then back to Stirling; and Peter and Robyn Cutten, Jim
Rathjen, Veronica Kreminski and Tyson Hillyard who laboured all day without the benefit of
running themselves. Other enthusiastic helpers were Lexie Ashforth, Frank Tomas and Robin
English. Thank you all.
It was a pleasure to see other Wallaringans on the day too, particularly the children. They
and their parents added to the pleasant atmosphere.
Our club member Amber Tomas was there as well. She was an indispensible second-incharge of the mountain bike event and worked all day at their Registration and finish as well as
putting out and collecting controls.
From the competitive aspect (low key as it was) congratulations and commiserations are
extended to Fern Hillyard who was beaten into second place in the Women’s Short course by eleven
seconds. Fern was leading at the last control with a simple road run to the finish, but...
Control collection posed some difficulty with shortage of able-bodied volunteers (extra plaudits
for Peter Ashforth and Frank Tomas for collecting the most remote controls). Whilst packing-up it
was noticed that one unit was still missing. Peter A. immediately drove off to find it whilst your
editor opened the gate.
Whilst waiting for Peter’s return, after ten minutes or so, I was astonished to see a large
FWD lumbering out from the forest, rather than Peter’s petite Citroen. It was a competitor who had
lost his expensive sunglasses on his first leg and had spent three hours searching for them; we had
no idea that he had driven in through the ostensibly locked gate. Although he was unable to find the
glasses he was nevertheless lucky, as had that last control not needed to be fetched the gate would
have been locked and the key dropped into Forestry’s letter box before the sunglassless orienteer
attempted to drive out. One can only speculate what would have happened after that!

Above: Five Wallaringans – Tyson Hillyard, Meredith Rasch, Veronica Kreminski, Robyn Cutten and
Amber Tomas at Registration.
It is 9.30 in the morning and Registration is open for business.
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From top down: 1. Frank Tomas, Jim Rathjen and Peter Cutten man the Start. Robin English transported the
equipment and the start team and his car is seen in the background.
2. Wallaringans enjoying a family picnic. Included in the picture are Rachael Upton, Lexie Ashforth, Michael
Westover and Frank Tomas.
3. Mark Overton and Peter Ashforth (in the background are Lexie Ashforth and Tyson Hillyard).
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Wallaringa events for 2019
Sunday, April 7th Narrinyeri Hills, NW portion – minor event
Sunday, May 19th Beaumont – City/bush event
Sunday, August 4th Gumeracha Goldfields long OY
Sunday, September 22nd SA Middle Distance Champs Wirra Wirra
Further details will be given prior to each event.
It would be appreciated if club members who attend the above provide assistance if possible.
Furthermore, the committee would be most pleased to hear from anybody wishing to plan
courses or be organiser for any of these events. Mentoring will be available.

SA Orienteer Online
Remember that our State Newsletter, the South Australian Orienteer, is now published on line.
Open your email, check the Orienteering SA Enews, and follow the link to an excellent and
colourful publication. There is also a link on the home page of the OSA website.

Wallaringa T shirts
These are available through Jenny Casanova and are unique in their styling (especially the ¾ sleeve
style). They are worth having, and not just for orienteering events.
Men’s/women’s ¾ sleeve with blue trim
Unisex t-shirt with orange trim
The ¾ sleeve are $35 and the unisex T-shirt are $30.
Jenny.Casanova@sa.gov.au

Wallaringa Club Badges
Our club has now had the new club badge set up at an embroiderer of garments in the city so that all
club members may have it embroidered onto garments of their choice. It looks fantastic on a
garment. The garments may be something that you already have or a new garment that you buy
from the embroiderers shop or elsewhere. It can be embroidered onto clothes, hats etc.
The business name and address is as follows:
VALERIE TRAVERS 193 Angas Street, Adelaide SA 5000 P: 08 8223 5375
E: digitising@valerietravers.com.au W: www.valerietravers.com.au
When you go in, ask for the Wallaringa Orienteers digitised badge. The cost
is about $10 per garment depending on new or old garments and perhaps
how many you do.
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Club History Corner
The Isosport Adelaide Metr-O-League Cup
This trophy came into existence in 1995 as an award for the most
successful club in competition outside of the Orienteer of the Year
events. As can be guessed, it was sponsored by the manufacturers
of a popular range of sport supplements and was initially won by
the Yalanga club. With the decrease in numbers of participants it
ceased to be awarded in 2003. Wallaringa won the cup in 1998 and
2003.

WALLARINGA END-OF-YEAR SOCIAL FUNCTION AND AGM
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 24TH
AT JENNY CASANOVA AND GEOFF JURD’S PLACE
135 AVENUE ROAD, CLARENCE GARDENS
ARRIVE FROM 3 PM FOR AN ORIENTEERING EVENT WITH A TWIST
TO BE HELD IN THE NEARBY PLAYGROUND AT 4PM…
APPROX 4:30 PM WE’LL HOLD A BRIEF AGM
FOLLOWED BY FAMILY-FRIENDLY DINNER
BAKED POTATOES AND A RANGE OF TOPPINGS WILL BE PROVIDED
(SUITABLE FOR GLUTEN-FREE AND VEGETARIAN REQUIREMENTS)
PLEASE BRING A PLATE OF NIBBLES OR DESSERT TO SHARE
PLUS DRINKS AND CHAIRS
RSVP TO jenny.casanova@sa.gov.au BY WEDNEDAY NOV 21ST SO THAT WE
KNOW HOW MANY TO CATER FOR! (ENQUIRIES 0427605167)

